Plan Macklin Commencement; Faculty Group OK's Trial Basis

Committee Not Convinced
Open-Air Plan Practical

BY DAN MORTON
Graduation exercises planned for, under the field stadium this year, the faculty commencement committee announced yesterday.

The announcement followed two weeks of negotiation among senior class officers, the faculty commencement committee and administrators.

The decision was made known with the following statement:

"The commencement exercises planned for April 26 will be held in the stadium, if it is determined that the weather conditions will permit the commencement exercises to be held in the stadium. The faculty commencement committee, in making the decision, has been advised by members of the stadium committee, that no rain is expected on the day of commencement exercises."

Switchmen Hear Plea Over Radio

tickets Back in Several Cities

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Switchmen in St. Louis told their local leaders Wednesday night that in a number of important cases, the switchmen's radio program was not being given adequate consideration and that the switchmen were being handicapped in the handling of switches, because of the lack of radio help. The switchmen told their local leaders that in many cases switches could not be handled properly without radio assistance.

The switchmen requested that the radio program be reorganized and that the switchmen be given a stronger voice in the handling of switches. The switchmen also requested that the radio program be reorganized and that the switchmen be given a stronger voice in the handling of switches.

BULLETIN
WASHINGTON—(A.P.)—President Roosevelt has requested that the draft program be reorganized and that the switchmen be given a stronger voice in the handling of switches. The switchmen also requested that the radio program be reorganized and that the switchmen be given a stronger voice in the handling of switches.

The switchmen requested that the radio program be reorganized and that the switchmen be given a stronger voice in the handling of switches. The switchmen also requested that the radio program be reorganized and that the switchmen be given a stronger voice in the handling of switches.
Entertainment Groups Need More Students

TO THE MICHIGAN STATE NEWS:

We are the local chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma, the women's sorority. We are desperately seeking new members! There are so many sororities and organizations we could join, but we would want to be a part of a sorority that is interested in academics, community service, and of course, fun! We are looking for women who are interested in being part of a new sorority on campus. If you are interested, please come to the recruitment fair on Friday, September 27th.

Sorority Recruitment Fair

Friday, September 27th

We hope to see you there!
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Service Group Initiates 10

Women's Hospital
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OF AN
...WHO MADE JOBS FOR
THOUSANDS THROUGH FREE
ENTERPRISE

FRED ZEDER had been content to follow in his father's footsteps, railroading would have been his life. World War II
and the resultant demand for war materials made it possible
for him to command attention and bring his father's idea of
engineering into the real world. With the world's demand that
was then in its infancy, that decision marked the first step
in his life. It led him to the pinnacle of engineering, chief
with Chrysler Corp., one of the three largest manufacturers of
automobiles in the world...

Zeder's first job during the summer vacation was in a small
factory, where he worked 40 hours a week. It was hard work
produced hard money and muscle, the next summer
hardened him. Call him for the Michigan Central at 9 a.m.,
which was getting up in the financial world, there was a
range the next summer no one could...

During his college years he worked
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. He joined the District Engineers and
indeed could have remained more
interest.

Graduated from the U.
when he received the degree of Bachelor of
Mechanical Engineering. Zeder found
the auto industry, and the
Alco-Sender co. had already picked him for training as an
engineer in its Alco-Sender plant.

When the General Motors
began, and in 1910 he joined the E&H
co. in Detroit.

Zeder and his associates received many tendering
offers from bankers and manufacturers, and the
Kansas-Motor Company, was greatly impressed with
the beauty and performance of the Zeder cars. It was a
large degree to Fred Zeder who...
Swim Team Blasts Purdue

Springboard Artist

Freestyle Strength Brings Easy Victory To Tankers

By GEORGE WHEELER
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McAuliffe...